In high-school chemistry the pre-experimental phase of inquiry cycles often remains neglected. According to a procedural model, which is described in the text, this phase begins with an observation which stimulates students' prior factual knowledge, the formulation of a research question for further elaboration (epistemic questions), the anticipation of a hypothetical answer, and the planning of experimental steps for deciding on the hypothetical answer. These activities were explicitely prescribed in an experimental group of 28 tenth-graders. Raising the quality of students' epistemic research questions by providing structured help was a special focus of the intervention. Hypothesized motivational and cognitive effects were measured and compared to a group of 25 students (control group) who engaged in non-structured pre-experimental activities. The intervention provided to the experimental group resulted in stronger preferences for a more open and non-recipe type of experimentation, in more intense cognitive activities (thoughts) and, most importantly, in increased skills for formulating causal epistemic questions. Supporting such procedural skills in classrooms may contribute to transforming labwork into intentional activities and students into active learners by helping them focus on further elaborating their knowledge.
Introduction
Lab-based science education has already been in demand for more than forty years.
Currently, the standards-based reform movement renews the demand for a break with exclusively receptive forms of instructional practices. Accordingly, knowledge in science should be constructed by hands-on activities that are based on cognitive minds-on processes like hypothesizing or searching the mind for causal explanations of scientific phenomena.
Various objectives are involved with these claims for an inquiring kind of knowledge acquisition. Lunetta (1998) ascertained that early versions of inquiry mainly focused on the acquisition of procedural knowledge in terms of science process skills. In contrast, and above all, current developments aim at the acquisition of domain specific conceptual knowledge (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004) . Besides such cognitive effects, motivational objectives should be attained by experimenting in education. Lederman (2004) 
makes clear
that raising the level of science-related motivation represents an important goal of standards-based reform with its emphasis on hands-on activities. MacIver, Young and Washburn (2002) found that such activities might be good for motivational expectations and science-related value conceptions of middle-grade students. Altogether, it turns out that multiple cognitive and motivational objectives are connected with student experimenting and inquiry in science education (Pedrosa de Jesus, Teixeira-Dias & Watts, 2003) . Correspondingly, teachers in several European countries expect multiple positive effects from labwork in science (Séré, 2002) .
However, these objectives and expectations will not be attained only by increasing the frequency of students' experiments in instruction. According to the summarizing review of Lazarowitz and Tamir (1994) , it was repeatedly observed that actual experimenting in school-labs often has very limited effects on the acquisition of procedural skills, on conceptual knowledge, and even on motivation to engage in experimenting. On the one hand, such discrepancies between objectives and reality may be due to the instructional design of labwork as a learning environment. On the other hand, they may be caused by missing individual prerequisites required for investigations by the students.
As a learning environment, labwork is not implemented in a uniform way but in quite various forms. According to Lunetta (1998) , these variations may be characterized in terms of two aspects. Firstly, the extent of external guidance and control of the experimental activities considerably varies. Open forms which offer a wide range of personal/individual decisions to the students may be distinguished from very structured forms with detailed prescriptions of students' activities. Secondly, besides the degree of structuredness, the spectrum of activities that is required from students in labwork differs. Activities in the lab may be strongly restricted, e. g. only setting up the experiment, or the lab activities may cover almost all phases of inquiry cycles.
Insufficient learning effects that do not meet the intended objectives of students' experimenting may be related to these two aspects of actual labwork in science education.
Firstly, limitations may be due to the high degree of pre-structuring of students' activities in the lab. This is a characteristic of the most popular 'expository' style of instruction in the lab (Domin, 1999) . Accordingly, McRobbie and Thomas (2001) found that chemistry labwork in Australian high schools mostly consisted in prescribed routine activities.
Students were rarely offered opportunities for their own initiatives. In this way, experimenting is becoming a recipe-like step-by-step prescription, thus preventing crucial high-level minds-on activities of the students. As a consequence, cognitive processes run off only at lower taxonomic levels. Secondly, quite often labwork is realized as a very restricted spectrum of activities. By contrast, Tobin (1990) claims that cognitively and motivationally effective labwork in science should begin with tasks from which problems emerge, and that run as a complete cycle of problem solving processes. According to Lunetta (1998) , a sequence of four general phases should be considered: In the planning-and-design phase, problems emerge, research questions are formulated, hypotheses are formed, expected results are predicted and further experimental activities are designed. In the performance phase, planned activities are carried out, and data are observed and recorded. In the analysis-andinterpretation phase, the data are interpreted, generalized conclusions are drawn, and further research questions are formulated. Finally, in the application phase, the acquired conceptual and procedural knowledge is applied to find solutions for new research questions. By collapsing the last two phases, a three-step sequence results that is termed as the "pre-experimental, experimental, and post-experimental phases of labwork" (Doran, Lawrenz & Helgeson, 1994) .
In science education some of these phases are neglected. Above all, this applies to preexperimental activities. Tobin and Capie (1982) found that in labwork only about three percent of the lab-related time is applied to developing research questions for experiments.
Neber and Heumann-Ruprecht (2006) confirmed this result by asking 60 chemistry teachers and more than 200 high-school students on how time is used in school-based chemistry labwork. page 5
Yet, in implementing the pre-experimental phase of inquiry-oriented labwork in a more complete and open way, it may be the case that students will have available to them only rather insufficiently developed skills for planning and conducting own investigations.
According to Carey, Evans, Honda, Jay and Unger (1989) , eleven year-old pupils are often unable to pursue experimental tasks by elaborating explicit research questions on their own and planning their experimental manipulations in advance. Schauble, Glaser, Raghavan and Reiner (1991) found similar deficits with undergraduate physics students having poor learning gains in computer-based experimenting. These students did not formulate research questions focused on the acquisition of conceptual knowledge. Germann, Odom, Aram and Burke (1996) applied their test for measuring science process skills with high school students in middle classes. Four of ten tasks in this test were related to the preexperimental phase: Skills in formulating a research question, in determining manipulable variables for an experiment, in generating a hypothesis, and in planning activities to decide on a hypothesis to answer the research question. With these pre-experimental tasks, only about half of the students involved in this study attained levels which are sufficient for controlling their further experimental activities.
To realize pre-experimental phases as meaningful learning activities, another prerequisite is that learners activate their already acquired domain-specific knowledge for deriving research questions and formulating testable hypotheses as provisional answers to such questions. This is necessary for further elaborating and restructuring the already existing knowledge thus preventing a mere accumulation of isolated facts and the acquisition of non-integrated knowledge in pieces. Already in formulating their research questions in the pre-experimental phase, students should access their prior knowledge. Several studies From the findings about limitations in the realization of labwork in science education, it may be concluded that experimenting should be more completely implemented. Above all, the pre-experimental phase should be more strongly considered. This phase includes several cognitive activities that may be represented as a sequence of five procedural steps according to the authors of the current study (Figure 1 ).
[Insert figure 1 about here]
It is assumed that an inquiring way of knowledge development in chemistry starts with an observable phenomenon (step 1). Students should access their relevant prior knowledge in order to describe the observation and transform it into a research issue (step 2). The result should be a question which focuses on the extension of the already available knowledge. continued by anticipating provisional answers to the generated epistemic question, an activity which corresponds to formulating hypotheses (step 4). The subsequent planning (step 5) aims at testing the provisional answers (hypotheses) by gathering evidence for deciding on their correctness.
In this procedural conception of the pre-experimental phase, the quality of the epistemic questions generated by the students plays a crucial role for the knowledge-acquisition process. Graesser, McNamara and VanLehn (2005) (Graesser, Person & Huber, 1992) . In contrast to so-called 'shallow questions' these deep-reasoning questions represent high-quality epistemic questions which contribute to searching for and acquiring causal knowledge. Moreover they enable self-regulated and explanation-centered learning by the students (Graesser et al., 2005) . Costa, Caldeira, Gallástegui and Otero (2000) assume that deep-reasoning questions of this kind contribute in creating links among otherwise non-related units of knowledge and thus improve memorization. Acquiring interrelated and elaborated knowledge structures is a focus of Neber's (2004) approach to fostering epistemic questioning as well. The approach is based on a knowledge-acquisition model (Neber, 1997) . According to this model, the acquisition of knowledge begins by acquiring 'facts', which consist of descriptive knowledge about concepts (definitions) and rules (e. g. formulated as a question: What is (Graesser et al., 1992) , is an example of an epistemic question that focuses on conditions. On the other hand, facts should be expanded by 'functions' in terms of consequences or purposes of their use. The question "Is it possible to remove an inkblot with substance X?" serves as an example of a function-related epistemic question, which, in terms of Graesser et al. (1992) aims at acquiring information about causal consequences. Thus, conditional, as well as functional, questions correspond to the deep-level questions demanded by Graesser et al. (2005) . Student-active experimentation in science should contribute to the active transformation of factual knowledge which has been already acquired by the students (e. g.
by more receptive instructional methods like lessons in the regular classroom). Preexperimental labwork involving the generation of epistemic questions might contribute to access and further elaborate facts into conditionalized and functionalised knowledge.
But, if the spectrum of activities will be extended to the neglected pre-experimental phase, students will require help and support for performing these activities. Procedural deficits have been found with experimenting for all partial processes of this phase (see Figure 1 ).
Concerning the access of prior knowledge, Anderson and Roth (1989) provided evidence that students use their factual knowledge in science only for reproducing it on demand but Concerning the anticipation of answers to formulated questions, findings by Zehren (2006) might be interesting. He instructed 200 high-school students to write research questions about given chemical phenomena before investigating the phenomena in the lab. More than 95% of the epistemic questions did not include any anticipated answer or an expectation in terms of an explicit hypothesis (e. g. only "Which kind of gas is in the gas lighter?", but not "Is methane in the gas lighter?"). Finally, a pilot study on promoting pre-experimental epistemic questioning in high-school students provided evidence that structured support is necessary to raise the level of students' research questions (Anton, Hergeth & Neber, 2006) . In this case, allowing time for developing research questions, without prescribing the direction and level of such questions, resulted in few questions on conditions and functions, and in a very limited use of prior knowledge, as indicated by only a few chemical terms found in the formulated questions. In addition, the questions had been insufficiently related to possible observations or measurable variables, and were not useful in planning and controlling further experimental activities in the lab. Only providing additional time for planning investigations, without further structuring the activities of the students, had negative effects on students' preferences for chemical experimentation under open conditions. Therefore, higher qualities of pre-experimental activities and more positive motivational effects might be attained by providing more explicit procedural help and support for the distinguished cognitive processes (Figure 1 ). The general research question of the present study consists in investigating cognitive and motivational effects of explicitely supported pre-experimental activities of tenth-graders in planning chemical investigations. The effects measured were compared to those attained in a regularly instructed classroom whose students were not explicitely supported in their preexperimental activities. From the intervention, we expected and hypothesized the following positive effects:
1. A higher motivation in chemistry in terms of more positive expectations concerning the capability to achieve (self-efficacy) and a higher value for learning chemistry (intrinsic value).
2. An increase of students' preference for experimenting under open and less prescribed conditions in chemistry, and a decrease in preference for experimenting under structured and strongly prescribed conditions.
3. More intense cognitive activities (thinking) of the students in dealing with the topics of the chemistry lessons. In particular, we expected higher intensities of knowledge-and question-related thoughts during the intervention and, as a transfer effect, during a lesson subsequent to the intervention.
4. Better quality of epistemic research questions formulated by the students. In particular, we expected more extensive use of acquired knowledge in chemistry during the formulating epistemic questions phase and we expected higher rates of questions aiming at the acquisition of conditional and functional chemical knowledge. The sample consisted of 53 students (27 male, 26 female) from two tenth-grade high school classrooms. Both classes attained a comparable performance level in chemistry (in terms of grades) and had been taught for about one school-year by the same female chemistry teacher. By chance, one of the classes was taken as the experimental group (n=28), and the other as the control group (n=25). All data were gathered anonymously by questionnaires.
Method

Participants
Procedure, materials, and instruments
The study proceeded in three phases: Pretest, intervention, and posttest. Differences between variables repeatedly measured by self-report scales in the pre-and posttest phases were used to decide on the two hypotheses related to motivational effects of the intervention (hypothesis 1: self-efficacy in chemistry and value; hypothesis 2: preferences for open and for structured experimentation in chemistry). Measures taken in the intervention phase and additional variables only measured in the posttest phase were used to decide on the hypotheses related to cognitive effects (hypothesis 3: knowledge-and question-related thoughts; hypothesis 4: quality of epistemic questions).
Pretest phase
As motivational variables, chemistry-related self-efficacy and the perceived intrinsic value of chemistry were measured by subscales of the Motivated Learning Strategies
Questionnaire (Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990) . Each of the 18 items was answered on sevenpoint scales by the students of the experimental and the control group (1:not at all true of me; 7:very true of me). Related to experimenting in chemistry, two preferences for degrees of structure for labwork in chemistry were measured by a recently developed self-report e. for a more self-directed execution of the different phases of labwork is distinguished from the preference for structured experimenting, i. e. favouring more prescribed and prestructured activities. Each of the two preference-variables was measured by five items which were answered on five-point scales (1:not true; 2:very true). Table 1 provides a summary of the variables which have been measured in the pre-and posttest.
Intervention phase
First instructional unit
The intervention phase covered two instructional units. In the first part of the first unit, both experimental and control groups were treated in the same way. In the beginning, both classes discussed the theme 'experimenting in chemistry' for about ten minutes. The teacher acted as a mentor providing general issues (e. g. What is the role of questions in experimenting?), and moderated the discussion in a non-directive way. Subsequently, for a very short period (about six minutes), each student cooperated with a partner in order to formulate their positions on the issues discussed beforehand and they communicated their positions in a short discussion in the class. Afterwards, the experimental and the control groups were treated differently. For the rest of the first instructional unit, the students of both classes continued to work individually (for about 20 minutes). In the experimental group the quality of research questions was strengthened, whereas the control group focused on the quantity of questions.
Experimental group: Each student received short descriptions of two chemistry observations (1: an iron rod rusts; 2: a flower changes colour). For each observation, students were instructed to write down one research question. Subsequently, further highquality questions could be formulated about the observations. The students of the experimental group were provided with the following three criteria for the quality of research questions: Degree of answerability, degree of relevance to chemistry, and degree of cause-effect relatedness. The students rated each of their questions on these three dimensions. All ratings were performed on five-point scales (1:not at all; 5:very true).
Control group: These students also received the same two short descriptions of observations. They were instructed to write as many questions about these observations as possible. Neither the quality of the questions was mentioned nor the criteria for rating the quality of the questions were provided. Thus, for these students, the quantity of questions was strengthened.
Second instructional unit
Experimental group: An informed training in formulating epistemic questions for an experiment in chemistry was conducted. First, the class received example-based information about the importance of epistemic questions for the acquisition of knowledge.
Differences between questions for facts versus for conditions and functions (causality)
were illustrated by examples of such questions. The training proceeded in four phases which covered all cognitive activities in the pre-experimental phase (as depicted in figure   1 ).
In the first phase, students' prior knowledge of chemistry was activated. At the beginning, students received a short description of a chemistry observation ('If water is repeatedly boiled in a saucepan, a white coating will develop'). Then, corresponding knowledge of chemistry which had been taught in the previous lessons was activated by providing ten items. The items consisted of a mixture of statements ('a halogen is…'), multiple-choice items, and free-answer questions.
In the second phase, the students formulated a 'good' question for an experiment on the observation. They were instructed that a "good" question should be based on prior knowledge relevant to the chemistry observation and that the question should aim at getting information about chemical causes or effects. To facilitate the generation of a question of this kind, four written non-elaborated question stems were provided to the students (King, 1995) . According to Rosenshine, Meister and Chapman (1996) , question stems represent one of the most effective approaches to promoting the quality of student questions even with very short-term interventions. The question stems used in this study should help students formulate causal-explanatory questions for conditions or functions instead of simply asking questions about facts (e. g. 'What does water hardness mean?').
Therefore, each of two sets of stems prestructured a question for conditions (e. g. 'Is/will it … because of …?') and for functions (e. g. 'Does … result in …?'). Students were obliged to use one of the four stems for framing their written "good" question.
In the last two phases of the second instructional unit, the students worked in dyads. This set-up was chosen to further strengthen the involvement of the students, to prevent succer/loafing effects which may occur in larger groups (only one student in the group is doing the work), and to limit the complexity of the task (discuss the quality of not more than two questions in the group). Therefore in the third phase, the dyad groups decided on which of their previously formulated two "good" questions (one from each dyad member)
should finally be selected for planning an investigation. They were explicitly requested to observe the already introduced criteria for 'good' research questions (answerability, In the fourth phase, the dyads planned the experiment to check their anticipated answer to the question. They were instructed to note down all sequential steps which are necessary to unambiguously verify or falsify their answer.
Control group: These students attended regular classroom instruction. The lesson was organized around the same chemically relevant observation (white coating) and on acquiring chemical knowledge on water hardness for explaining the observation. Yet, in contrast to the experimental group, instruction was delivered in a teacher-centred way.
Research questions, repetition of relevant curricular contents already instructed, anticipated outcomes, arguments, and planning was all done and demonstrated by the teacher. Metainformation about functions and epistemic qualities of questions was not provided or discussed. Altogether, the control class spent the same amount of time related to preexperimental activities as the experimental group.
Posttest phase
As already described, in the posttest, after the two units of the intervention phase, the pretest variables (motivation, preferences) were measured again. In addition, all participants retrospectively rated the intensities of their knowledge-and question-related thoughts during the second unit of the intervention, and again, related it to a regular chemistry lesson after the intervention. For knowledge-related thoughts, three items were used (extent of thinking about prior knowledge, causes/conditions of observations, and One hour later, the mass is hard as stone'). Students were instructed to note down one 'good' research question for each observation. The questions generated were analysed for their epistemic direction (questioning for facts, conditions, or functions) and for the number of chemical terms used in formulating the question. Each question was also rated for its quality by two experts (on five-point scales; 1:very low; 5: very high). The experts considered the content and the adequacy of the questions for planning an experiment.
Results
The questionnaires for motivation in chemistry and preferences for experimentation in the pre-and posttest proved to be reliable instruments for measuring these variables (α-scores for reliabilities range between .66 and .94). Table 1 shows the reliabilities achieved in the current study and provides examples of items of the four questionnaires. Reliabilities for the instrument used for rating the intensities of students' thoughts in the posttest are not reported in this table because these intensities have only been measured by single selfreport items. In the following, the results of the study will be reported in the order of the four hypotheses formulated above.
For deciding on the first two hypotheses (motivation in chemistry, preferences for experimentation), changes of the corresponding four variables (means) from pre-to posttest were considered. Differences in the changes of the means between experimental group ('E') and control group ('C') were compared and tested by applying a repeated measures MANOVA. Pre-posttest-changes of the motivational variables did not significantly differ between the experimental and the control group (both p-values for the F-test scores >.05). Thus, the intervention had no specific effect on students' motivation in chemistry (self-efficacy, intrinsic value). Contrary to the first hypothesis, the intervention in the experimental group did not result in the expected positive effects on these motivational variables. Therefore, the first hypothesis is not confirmed by the data.
With the second hypothesis, an increase of the preference for open experimentation and a decrease in preference for structured experimentation was assumed.. Together with the ) . Here, the intervention in the experimental group resulted in an increase of this preference. In contrast, pre-posttest changes of the preference for structured experimentation were the same in both groups. Thus, the data confirms the first part of the second hypothesis, as the intervention contributed in increasing students' preference for open experimentation. The second part of this hypothesis was not confirmed by the data, as the intervention did not result in a lower preference for structured experimentation.
For getting more differentiated insights about the effects on the preference for open experimenting, the changes of each of the five single items measuring this variable were analyzed by comparing pre-and posttest means of each of these items (figure 2). These differences between the means were tested by t-statistics. For the experimental group, the t-tests for dependent samples resulted in significant differences for the preference in the self-planning of an experiment (p=0.02), and for the preference for own decisions on how to represent the results of an experiment (p=0.04). For the experimental group, the posttest mean for the preference in deriving own research questions was considerably higher than for the control group, but without attaining significance (p=0.057). Anyway, these analyses on the item level indicate that the intervention in the experimental group had clear positive effects on almost all measured aspects of the preference for experimenting under more open conditions, and, in this respect, confirming the second hypothesis.
[Insert figure 2 about here] Knowledge-and question-related cognitive processes. Retrospective ratings of students' thought processes were taken to decide on the third hypothesis (assuming more intensive thoughts about knowledge and about possible research questions by students in the experimental group). The first retrospective rating (rating 1) aimed at intensities of students' knowledge-and question-related cognitive processes (thoughts) during the second unit of the intervention phase. The second retrospective rating (rating 2) was carried out immediately after both groups attended a regular teacher-led chemistry class after the intervention phase. In both ratings, the intensities of three aspects of knowledgeand of question related thoughts were covered. Knowledge-related processes had been thoughts about the students' own prior knowledge about the given and described knowledge, about causes to explain the observation, and on all aspects concerning research questions. Thus, for the intervention phase, the data confirm the third hypothesis.
With the second rating (rating 2: lecture after the intervention), the possible non-trivial transfer of these cognitive processes to regular instruction with no hands-on or explicitly fostered pre-experimental activities was tested. Here, only few differences could be found in favour of the experimental group (see table 3 Before the intervention started, both groups produced questions that were similarly distributed on the three epistemic directions (facts, conditions, and functions).Whereas in the posttest after the intervention, the questions generated for the two observations (2:
flower changing the colour; 3: calcium sulphate) were differently distributed on the three categories in the two groups ( figure 3 ). These distributions were tested by applying nonparametric tests which provided measures in terms of U-statistics. In particular, the students of the experimental group formulated a significantly higher proportion of questions for causes (conditions), and fewer questions for facts about the calcium sulphate observation (question 3; U=250; p=0.04). Seemingly, and as intended, the intervention promoted the tendency to ask more deep-level questions for causes. In this respect, this result confirms the fourth hypothesis.
[Insert figure 3 about here]
The number of chemical terms in the questions formulated by both groups served as indicators of students' using acquired knowledge. The results for "chemical terminology"
are depicted in table 5 for the two questions formulated in the pretest phase and in the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Nevertheless, the results on epistemic directions of students' questions, on the use of chemical terminology, and on experts' ratings of the quality of the questions may be taken as a confirmation of the fourth hypothesis. Accordingly, skills in formulating higherquality epistemic questions for chemistry experiments have been supported by the intervention applied in the experimental group.
Discussion
In terms of activating prior knowledge, asking epistemic questions, assuming hypothetical answers, and planning a research question, a cycle of pre-experimental cognitive processes has been established and promoted that should precede hands-on activities (Tobin, 1998) .
In this study, different methods were applied to foster these processes. Compared to a prior pilot study by the authors (Anton et al., 2006) , the most important methodological change consisted in a more structured method in stimulating students' research questions in the experimental group. The epistemic direction of the questions was derived from a model of knowledge and the students were instructed to generate research questions that aimed at knowledge beyond the level of mere descriptive facts. This was attained by using a question-stems approach, which has proved to be successful in improving the quality of students' question-asking in different domains (King, 1995; Neber, 2004) . In a review of question-training studies, Rosenshine et al. (1996) concluded that even with short interventions that use question stems, positive effects on raising the cognitive level of students' question-asking can be expected. The results of this study seem to confirm this conclusion. Even though the investigation was conducted with a rather small sample of students, several of the hypotheses could be confirmed by the data.
In particular, after the intervention, the students in the experimental group generated a significantly higher proportion of research questions that asked for causes (conditions) than the students in the control classroom. Whereas, before the intervention, the epistemic directions of students' research questions did not differ between the two groups. An open issue remains why this difference, in favour of the experimental group, only applied to formulating epistemic questions for conditions and, further, why both groups formulated so few questions for chemical functions (consequences). A possible explanation might be that this was due to the kind of observations or tasks presented in this study. To decide on this explanation, further investigations comparing the effects of a larger variety of given observations and tasks relating to students' generation of research questions is required.
Johnstone's (1993) categorization of problem-structures in science and classifications of useful for systematically deriving a spectrum of observations and tasks that could be presented to the students in the pre-experimental phase.
Besides having effects on the direction and content of the questions, the intervention resulted in a clear tendency for students' in the experimental group to strongly consider their prior knowledge when formulating research questions. This result may be taken as evidence that a structured support of pre-experimental processes is necessary for accessing prior knowledge and transforming it into more elaborated conditionalized knowledge by further labwork activities (Anton et al., 2006; Neber, 2004) .
In addition, the intervention resulted in more intense thoughts about what to learn (knowledge related thoughts) and about possible investigations (thoughts about reasons for questions) in a regular chemistry lesson by students in the experimental group. Altogether, the three findings mentioned so far (epistemic direction of research questions, prior knowledge use, and more intense thoughts about epistemic goals during and after the intervention) may be taken as evidence that the structured help provided for the sequence of cognitive processes in the pre-experimental phase contributed to raising the quality of a student's search for knowledge. Thus, the approach applied in this study was shown to strengthen important cognitive skills that are required for students' self-direction of Unlike the prior pilot study (Anton et al., 2006) , the readiness to search for opportunities for research questions and to control inquiry processes on their own was not reduced but, rather, it increased. Seemingly the intervention prevented students from perceiving the extended scope for their own decisions (e. g. what to consider for an investigation, and what to hypothesize) as too difficult, and precarious for their self-system, as found by McRobbie et al. (2001) . Again, this may be due to the clear sequential prescription of the pre-experimental activities and the structured support for formulating epistemic questions that was provided by obligatory question stems.
The hypothesized more general impact on motivation to learn chemistry could not be attained, even though such effects represent an important objective of chemistry education (Tuan, Chin, Tsai & Cheng, 2005) and may be achieved by investigative and inquiry-based learning environments (McIver et al., 2002) . Neither self-efficacy in chemistry nor a higher intrinsic value of learning chemistry was promoted by the intervention. Attaining such broader effects may require more frequent opportunities for student questioning, a stronger integration of pre-experimental activities with other phases of inquiry cycles and, as a consequence, a broader transformation of chemistry classrooms towards more investigative environments (McRobbie et al., 2001) .
Altogether, the approach realized in the current study may be relevant for chemistry instruction. Promoting pre-experimental processes may not only be necessary for preventing non-learning and unproductively in the lab (Johnstone & Al-Shuali, 2001 ).
Beyond that, procedural skills that have been promoted in this study, like relating new observations and phenomena to the previous knowledge, and asking questions for getting difficulty to acquire such skills may be due to their complexity. In the present study, even the pre-experimental activities, representing only one of the phases of complete inquiry cycles, had to be decomposed into several subprocesses or procedural skills (see figure 1) .
Fully mastering and automatizing the whole sequence of the subprocesses promoted in the experimental group may require more time and more repeated exercises than only a shortterm intervention. This may be considered as a limitation of the study and may have prevented the attainment of more distinct transfer effects (e. g. knowledge-and questionrelated thoughts in succeeding lessons). Another limitation consists in the isolated treatment of pre-experimental activities. Therefore, it was not possible to measure effects on other phases of inquiry cycles (on succeeding experimental processes and postexperimental activities). Finally, it should be mentioned that some of the methods applied to promote pre-experimental subprocesses in the intervention may have been sub-optimal.
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